
[Organic acids solutions ]

Dive into  
the organic universe !

Plongez dans l’univers 

organique !

Acidulik

Acidu’fit

Acidu’myc

Acidu’kill

Acidu’mid



ACIDULIK consists of a wide 
range of organic acids solutions, 
specifically formulated thanks 
to our many years of expertise.

ENSURING  
the quality of the raw materials, 
feeds and drinking water

SAFEGUARDING 
the food chain

IMPROVING 
intestinal well-being

ACIDULIK

3 OBJECTIVES
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Acidulik

Acidu’fit

Acidu’myc

Acidu’kill

Acidu’mid

ACIDU’FIT is a set of solutions 
formulated to help maintain the 
animals’ digestive flora balance. 

ACIDU’FIT products used in water 
or feed allow to create unfavorable 
conditions to the proliferation of the 
bacteria causing digestive disorders. 

Acidulik

Acidu’fit

Acidu’myc

Acidu’kill

Acidu’mid

 
ACIDU’KILL is a range of anti- 
Salmonella agents that safeguard 
all stages of the food chain. 
It decontaminates the raw materials 
and the feed manufacturing process.
It avoids feed recontamination.

Acidulik

Acidu’fit

Acidu’myc

Acidu’kill

Acidu’mid

ACIDU’MID is a range of solutions 
ensuring the quality of liquid or wet 
feeds 

(by-products, liquid feeds, 
total mixed rations...)
It controls the proliferation 
of microorganisms causing 
deterioration of the foodstuffs. 
It thus preserves the palatability 
and nutritional values of feed 
and above all feed safety.

Acidulik

Acidu’fit

Acidu’myc

Acidu’kill

Acidu’mid

ACIDU’MYC is a range of moulds 
inhibitors. 

It prevents the development of 
moulds in order to preserve the 
quality of feed and raw materials. 
Its specific technology guarantees 
long-term efficiency and minimizes 
the corrosion risk of the metallic 
equipment and users.

The pickles are preserved in 
vinegar based on acetic acid 
(a short-chain organic acid),
which prevents the development 
of microorganisms. 
Organic acids are natural 
preservatives adapted 
to nutrition.

The yoghurts are obtained from 
milk fermented by bacteria that
transform the milk sugars into 
lactic acid (an organic acid with 
3 carbon atoms). This is why 
they keep better than milk. 
They are particularly recom-
mended for restoring the 
balance of the intestinal flora 
following a digestive disorder.  
Organic acids act naturally 
on intestinal health by 
encouraging positive flora.

PICKLES OR 
YOGHURT? 

DID 
YOU 

KNOW 

[Organic acids
solutions]
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Invest on the right 
acids solutions

to answer your challenges

 20 years of experience 
ACIDULIK expertise is the result 

of many years of experience in the field.

A specific formulation 
Backed by our specialists’ know-how ACIDULIK 

optimally benefits from the potential of organic acids. 

Targeted solutions 
In order to guarantee optimum efficiency, 

ACIDULIK comprises a wide range of solutions, 
each of which fulfils a specific need. 

Customized support 
A team of ACIDULIK experts is available 
to identify your needs more specifically 
and help you choose the right solution.

ABOUT WISIUM

Wisium is the international brand of the premix business of ADM, a major global player in 
animal nutrition and health for over 60 years. Wisium offers to feed millers, integrators 
and homemixers a strong and dedicated partnership with a unique focus on enhancing 
your performances on quality, productivity and profitability. For any species, the Wisium 
experts deliver tailor made solutions combining high end products and added value 
services. Our Wisium world class team wants to share the Wisium spirit: all having the 
same aim to co-create, co-achieve with each client and go beyond together.

That‘s the Wisium spirit! To give you the power to be one step ahead. www.wisium.com
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